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qʰˤraŋ, roŋ, [g]ur: a (new) Old Chinese 周易 zhōuyì transcription

Digital sources and tools, have here their narrative concern.

What I feel is to have the possibility to play a game, a Digital Humanity-based game, that drives and propels my 
curiosities. 
This could appear (and may be is..) disrespectful vs true researchers, scholars and sinologists, but I just play my 
game, without any other intention.
What I can do, instead of doing nothing, is to get feedbacks to develop or integrate at its best this ‘homework’.

Managing Time

If time is precious for academia hive minds, imagine what time represents for an accountant that fell in love with 
ancient chinese at 50’s...

A first way to arrange the zhōuyì text in a sort of list and build the basic structure of a phonetic ‘glossary’ has 
been the use of Digital Etymological Dictionary of Old Chinese “designed to facilitate extensive analyses of the 
phonology and phonological structures of early Chinese texts”.
Created and managed by Jeffrey R. Tharsen [University of Chicago, Dept. of East Asian Languages & Civilizations - 
www.tharsen.net] it has the invaluable advantage to rearrange and accompain the layout with MC and OC 
phonological transcription both from Baxter-Sagart an A.Schuessler works, among other meaningful tools and 
informations.

As Tharsen write, on ‘File Input’ utility: “it allows the user to upload a text file and parses the file as its input 
source. Either Unicode (UTF-8) or ANSI encoding may be used for the text file. The output is then arrayed in a 
tab-delimited file, and upon completion, the user is given a link via which the file may be downloaded.
This function is designed to enable large texts to be run through the database, texts which would result in output
which would be difficult to display efficiently due to size and display constraints.”

http://edoc.uchicago.edu/
http://www.tharsen.net/
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As accountant, I love double-checking.
This not only create links among datas to be verified and methods involved but also and necessarlily, to look for 
other archives harvesting informations.

For the sake of narrative sequence, here I do link more than once databases, digital archives and whatever.

Starting with MC, a useful resource, used to speed researches “web to book” are the ‘Wikibooks’ pages on 
Character List for Schuessler's CGSR and the related Character List for Baxter&Sagart.

It is obviously a marvelous and rapid index both to MC transcription and A.Schuessler OCM ‘version’, from his 
own great book: Schuessler A. - Minimal old Chinese and later Han Chinese : a companion to Grammata serica 
recensa- University of Hawai'i Press (2009).

Again, with 安 you can take a look on the referred chapter 24-11 to deepen the term

and get related infos as

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Character_List_for_Baxter%26Sagart
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Character_List_for_Schuessler's_CGSR
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while, in the same vein, Digital Etymological Dictionary of Old Chinese shows at request the etymological infos in 
the other Schuessler masterpiece “Schuessler, Axel. ABC Etymological Dictionary of Old Chinese. Honolulu: 
University of Hawai'i Press, 2007.”:

from page 150:

Naturally, many other sites offer MC transcriptions (and also, other than the the well accepted Baxter-Sagart 
one). As I said, I will write down along this narrative sightseeing.

To be continued: 17-07-2019

http://edoc.uchicago.edu/

